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Last chance for housing legacy to be
included in Brisbane 2032 Games plan
Dear colleagues,

It was wonderful seeing so many of you join us at our Regional Forum and
Peaks Partnership CEO and Leaders' Lunch this week. I was deeply
encouraged by the number of individuals and organisations across all
backgrounds who are dedicated to seeing better housing outcomes for
vulnerable Queenslanders. For those who weren't able to attend, we will
release a detailed summary next week.

Today, I'm urging you to spend ten minutes competing the Brisbane 2032
Olympic and Paralympic Games Legacy Games consultation survey, which
closes on 25 June 2023. It measures support for ideas proposed in the legacy
consultation paper, including a Housing Trust which can capture value from the
procurement of goods and services related to the Games.

This is a proposition we have been strongly advocating for, alongside the
transfer of homes from the Athletes’ Villages into the ownership and
management of community housing providers so these homes are available in
perpetuity to vulnerable households. You can read more about our Brisbane
2032 Legacy position in this media release.

For your convenience, we have provided a guide to including affordable
housing outcomes in your survey response below. 

Please note, the free-text responses included here are only suggestions and
are based on the limited response space available in the survey. Please adjust
your answers however you feel best responds to the question. If you would like
more information to guide your response, we released a comprehensive 'Go for
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Gold' social inclusion legacy report with Urbis last year which unpacks these
issues in more detail.

Steps to include affordable housing in your survey response

Question 1: Select ‘yes’ to the question: Would you like to provide feedback on
the theme ‘Sport, Health and Social Inclusion’.
 
Question 2: Select Inclusive, Affordable Housing (Example idea: Olympic
and Paralympic Housing Trust). Note: You can select more than one focus
area (and we encourage you to do so – it will just mean that the questions
which follow in your survey are in a different order to this example)

Question 3: Inclusive, Affordable Housing: What practical steps or ideas
can we do to deliver against this focus area? A housing trust and the
transfer of homes from the Athletes’ Villages into the ownership and
management of community housing providers so these homes are available in
perpetuity to vulnerable households.

Question 4: Inclusive, Affordable Housing: Who could benefit from this
focus area?
Select 'Queensland wide'. (A housing trust is a way of ensuring that benefits
from Brisbane 2032 are distributed throughout the State, given the push factors
from the SEQ housing market are already impacting regional areas.)
 
Question 5: What are the positive outcomes that could be achieved by
2042 through this focus area? (100 characters max.)
Helping to ensure homelessness is only rare, brief, and non-recurring for all
Queenslanders.

Warmest regards,

Fiona Caniglia

Take the survey
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Our mailing address is:
Queensland Shelter

PO Box 214
Spring Hill, QLD 4004

Australia
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